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Abstract. Person Re-identification (ReID) aims at matching a person of inter-
est across images. In convolutional neural networks (CNNs) based approaches,
loss design plays a role of metric learning which guides the feature learning pro-
cess to pull closer features of the same identity and to push far apart features
of different identities. In recent years, the combination of classification loss and
triplet loss achieves superior performance and is predominant in ReID. In this
paper, we rethink these loss functions within a generalized formulation and argue
that triplet-based optimization can be viewed as a two-class subsampling clas-
sification, which performs classification over two sampled categories based on
instance similarities. Furthermore, we present a case study which demonstrates
that increasing the number of simultaneously considered instance classes signif-
icantly improves the ReID performance, since it is aligned better with the ReID
test/inference process. With the multi-class subsampling classification incorpo-
rated, we provide a strong baseline which achieves the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on the benchmark person ReID datasets. Finally, we propose a new meta
prototypical N-tuple loss for more efficient multi-class subsampling classifica-
tion. We aim to inspire more new loss designs in the person ReID field.
Keywords: Person re-identification, Loss design, Retrieval, Classification
1 Introduction
Person re-identification (ReID) aims to identify the same persons across images cap-
tured at different times, or places, or from different cameras. This is an attractive task
for both academia and industry. The objective of CNN-based person ReID methods is to
minimize the feature discrepancy (distances) among the samples with the same identity
while maximizing the feature discrepancy (distances) among the samples of different
identities in the embedding space to encourage the separation between positive sample
pairs and negative sample pairs.
Person ReID lies in between image classification [19,63] and instance retrieval [62],
where the image classes (identities) are available during training while the identities of
a query image are previously “unseen” [61] in the testing/inference. ReID inference
? This work was done when Zhizheng Zhang was a visiting student at Columbia University.
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Fig. 1. A toy example of samples with different identities in the embedding space.
can be considered as a retrieval process. Given a query image, its distances (or simi-
larity) to all the samples in the gallery set will be calculated and ranked to identify the
matched images. In the early stage, there have been debates in this field on whether
triplet loss or classification loss is more suitable for this task. Many researchers stand
up in defense of triplet loss or its variants for training CNN-based person ReID models
[29,6,13,69,54,2,55]. Given a person sample as the anchor, triplet-based loss optimizes
its distance to the samples (or the centroids of several samples) with the same identity
to be closer than its distance to the samples (or the centroids of several samples) with
a different identities. At the same time, there are many works [22,41,53,56] that use
conventional classification loss for feature learning, by treating ReID as a classification
problem over all identities in the training set (with each identity taken as a category).
Recently, many state-of-the-art works [48,57,58,20,27] combine both triplet loss and
classification loss, which leads to superior performance than using only one of them.
Fig. 1 illustrates the roles triplet loss and classification loss play in optimization.
Traditional classification loss enforces global-scope optimization which pushes for the
separation of class centers but does not ensure the reasonableness of the relative or-
der of the distances among sample pairs. For example, the distance between sample-1
and sample-2 (of the same identity) is even larger than the distance between sample-1
and sample-3 (of different identities). Triplet loss guides the feature learning in a local
manner, i.e., from triple instances, to optimize the relative orders of the distances of
two sample pairs. As shown in Fig. 1, a triplet consists of an anchor (e.g. sample-1),
a positive sample that has the same identity as the anchor (e.g. sample-2), and a neg-
ative sample with different identity (e.g. sample-3). The triplet loss aims to reduce the
distance (d12) of the positive pair and enlarge the distance of the negative pair (d13) to
make d13 be larger than d12 by a margin in the embedding space. Both global-scope op-
timization and local instance-level optimization are valuable for ReID. Most researches
focus on these two extremes for person ReID. There is a lack of more comprehensive
study on the effectiveness of losses at multiple granularities.
In this paper, we rethink the loss designs for person ReID and reformulate the losses
in a unified classification view. The popular losses like triplet loss, classification loss can
be formulated in a generalized form. From the reformulation, triple loss with soft mar-
gin can be considered as a two-class subsampling classification wherein we consider
the anchor (e.g. sample-1) as the sample to be classified while taking the other sam-
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pled instances (e.g. sample-2 and sample-3) as the non-parametric weight vectors for
classification. The conventional classification loss treats each identity as a class and the
parameters of the classifier weight vectors of a Fully Connected (FC) layer) play the
role of “class centers”. Thus, an anchor sample is “compared” with all the “class cen-
ters” to identify its class in training. We argue that two-class subsampling classification
as a local constraint is too local to be optimal and the consideration of the more gen-
eral multi-class subsampling classification as a mid-level constraint can significantly
enhance the quality of embedding and the ReID performance. This benefits from the
joint comparison with multi-class instances which better matches the nature of ReID
inference, i.e., distance ordering across many images in the gallery set. We validate
the effectiveness of the multi-class subsampling classification loss on several bench-
mark datasets. Morever, we propose a new meta prototypical N-tuple (MPN-tuple) loss
for more efficient multi-class subsampling classification, which enables a more general
similarity metric and reduces the number of packaged N-tuplets.
We summarize our main contributions as follows:
– We revisit the prevalent losses in person ReID and encompass them under a unified
mathematical formulation.
– We conduct a systematic empirical study with both triplet loss and conventional clas-
sification loss and provide a strong baseline by revisiting the design choices and their
combination.
– We take a further step to study the good practice of the combined use of two-class
subsampling classification, multi-class subsampling classification, and conventional
classification. This provides flexibility and a hierarchy of optimization at different
granularities, i.e., local level, mid-level, and global level.
– We propose a new loss, meta prototypical N-tuple (MPN-tuple) loss, for multi-class
subsampling classification.
While simple, our scheme achieves the state-of-the-art performance, outperforming
that of previous loss designs by a large margin. We will release our source code once
accepted. We hope that our scheme could serve as a new strong baseline which benifits
the ReID community.
2 Related Works
2.1 Person Re-identification
Person ReID aims to learn discriminative feature representations which are capable
of identifying the same person while distinguishing different persons based on feature
distance (or similarity) comparison. The inference of person ReID is to rank the gallery
images by comparing their feature distances to the query image. Many efforts have been
made for representative feature learning from the network or loss design perspectives.
For person ReID, deep learning based approaches have significantly outperformed
conventional approaches which use hand-crafted features [31,64,24,39]. Some approaches
exploit multi-granularity feature representation to capture both global and local features
for ReID [3,48,22,51,38,59,28]. Some others introduce attention mechanisms for dis-
criminative feature learning, which aim to strengthen the discriminative features while
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suppressing the irrelevant ones [23,45,58,4,37]. To tackle the challenges of diverse
viewpoints and poses, many works exploit some auxiliary semantics (e.g.segmentation
[37], parsing [17], pose [38,59], dense semantics [57,16]) to address the misalignment
in person ReID.
In addition to network designs, loss designs also play an important role in person
ReID, which influence the quality of the learned features. In the early years, some works
employ the contrastive loss [42,43,46] and verification loss [21,1] to optimize person
ReID networks. By introducing relative distance order between the positive sample pair
and the negative sample pair, triplet loss and its variants prevail [18,29,6,13,69,54,2,55]
for person ReID. Hermans et al. introduce a batch-level hard triplet mining which
selects the hardest positive and the hardest negative samples within that batch when
forming the triplets for computing the loss [13]. Besides, soft-margin shows superi-
ority to hard margin. Some works introduce the centroids of several samples in the
triplet construction and perform optimization towards the upper bound of the triplet loss
[69,54,55]. Chen et al. propose the quadruplet loss which is built based on triplet loss
and additionally pushes away negative pairs from positive pairs w.r.t different probe
images [5]. These losses belong to local optimization which only jointly optimizes
three to four samples. As a remedy, conventional classification loss with trainable fully
connected layer for identity classification is widely used for feature learning in ReID
[22,41,53,56], in which each identity corresponds to a category. Most of the recent
works combine triplet-based loss and conventional classification loss for higher perfor-
mance [48,57,58,9,20,27].
2.2 Metric Learning
The study on metric learning [34,52] stemmed from the era before the deep learning and
it has been an indispensable part of deep learning in the form of loss design for many ap-
plications, such as person ReID [43,13,5], vehicle ReID [26], few-shot learning [44,35].
As one of the most commonly used pairwise losses, the contrastive loss is investigated
in [10]. Triplet-based losses setup an anchor and pull the distance between positive pair
to be smaller than the negative pair. To guarantee the effectiveness of selected triplets,
batch hard mining [13] and the use of soft margin [13,20] are widely used. Triplet loss is
also improved in its speed and robustness by generalizing from optimizing instance-to-
intance distances to optimizing instance-to-centroid distances towards its upper bound
[8]. (N + 1)-tuplet loss pushes N − 1 negative samples and pull the positive pair all at
once [36]. Conceptually interesting, however, such joint ordering of multiple classes is
under-explored in ReID.
In this paper, we revisit loss designs for person ReID and reformulate the losses
from a unified classification view, although they differ in the classifier construction and
optimization scope. Moreover, we raise an overlooked issue in current loss designs in
ReID and highlight that multi-class subsmapling classification has an important impact
on model performance, hopefully enabling other researchers in the field to leverage the
full potential of multi-class joint optimization.
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3 Revisiting Loss Designs for Person ReID Under a Unified View
In this section, we reformulate the losses from a unified classification view and revisit
the commonly used loss designs for person ReID. We show that the triplet loss can be
treated as optimizing a two-class subsampling classification while conventional classifi-
cation corresponds to a full-class classification under this formulation. We further point
out that increasing the number of classes in subsampling classification is important but
overlooked in the current practice of loss designs in person ReID community.
Moreover, we propose a Meta Prototypical N-tuple (MPN-tuple) loss for more effi-
cient multi-class subsampling classification. With the proposed MPN-tuple loss adopted,
our scheme can serve as a strong baseline and allow a plain model to outperform the
current state-of-the-arts significantly.
3.1 A Unified Loss Formulation
We formulate the loss designs from a unified classification view as:
Lunified=−log
exp( 1τ S(xa,fj))∑C
k=1 exp(
1
τ S(xa,fk))
=log
(
1+
∑C
k 6=j exp(
1
τ S(xa,fk))
exp( 1τ S(xa,fj))
)
, (1)
where S(·, ·) denotes the similarity between the two feature vectors/nodes, xa ∈ Rd de-
notes the feature vector (of d dimensions) of an anchor sample a to be classified/matched
and fi ∈ Rd denotes a weight vector of the classifier. We can write the weight matrix
asWb = [f1,f2, · · · ,fC ] ∈ Rd×C . Generally, fj with j = 1, 2, · · · , C can be con-
sidered as the reference nodes for classification/matching. C denotes the number of the
reference classes or instances. The more similar between xa and a reference fj , the
higher of the probability that they belong to the same class. Softmax function plays the
role of normalization and it also facilitates the relative comparisons with respect to these
reference nodes. τ denotes a temperature parameter. In general, the similarity function
S(·, ·) is often modeled by cosine similarity S(xa,fj) = (fjTxa)/(‖xa‖‖fj‖) or the
negative of Euclidean distance S(xa,fj) = −‖xa − fj‖.
Interestingly, the unified classification formulation can degrade to different popular
loss designs or evolve to new losses. They can be categorized from two perspectives:
(1) what the reference nodes are instantiated to, and (2) how many classes are involved.
Actually, a reference node can be implemented by gradient-optimized weight vector,
or an instance feature, or an average (prototype) of multiple instance features. Taking
xa as the feature of an instance, it then corresponds to the optimization of instance-
to-center (global center) similarities (or distances), instance-to-instance similarities (or
distances), instance-to-prototype (local center) similarities (or distances). Moreover, we
can perform classification/matching over several sampled classes or over all the classes
in the training set, which we refer to as subsampling classification and conventional
(full-class) classification accordingly. We discuss some popular instantiations and their
connections to the concept of classification. We hope our analysis from this unified view
could inspire more new loss designs for person ReID.
Relation to Conventional Classification Loss. When the weight matrix Wb =
[f1,f2, · · · ,fC ] ∈ Rd×C in the unified formulation is from the learned weights of a
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Fully-Connected (FC) layer and S(·, ·) is calculated by the inner product, the loss for
the sample xa becomes the conventional classification loss as
Lclassi=−log
exp( 1τ f
T
j xa)∑C
k=1 exp(
1
τ f
T
k xa))
, (2)
which denotes the negative logarithm of the probability of belonging to the jth class
for sample xa. C is the total number of categories/identities in the training set. Each
reference node fk, which is implemented by a learned weight vector (parameters), plays
a role of “class center”. The probability of belonging to the jth class is obtained by
comparing the similarities with all the “class centers”. Note that the reference nodes of
the conventional classification are parameter-based and each class corresponds to one
reference node. It globally optimizes the instance-to-center similarities.
However, such conventional full-class classification does not align well with the
retrieval purpose of person ReID. As illustrated in Fig. 1, all samples could be cor-
rectly classified to their classes/identities based on the similarity to the two class centers.
However, ReID is an open set problem (the identities in testing are unseen in training)
and the inference is a retrieval process. Given sample-1 as the query image, distance-
based ranking leads to a wrong ranking results of sample-2 and sample-3. Conventional
classification loss is capable of enforcing global constraint but lacks the capability of
optimizing the relative order of instance pairs.
Relation to Triplet Loss. Triplet loss aims at optimizing the relative order of in-
stance pairs. The vanilla version of triplet loss encourages the similarity between the
anchor and a positive sample to be larger than the similarity between this anchor and a
negative sample by a hard margin m as below:
Ltriplet = [m+ S(xa,x−)− S(xa,x+)]+, (3)
where [·]+ = max(·, 0), xa, x+, and x− denote the sampled anchor sample, the posi-
tive sample (that has same identity from xa), and the negative sample (that has different
identity asxa), respectively. In the field of person ReID, the soft margin variant of triplet
loss has been demonstrated to be more effective [13,20]. It replaces the hinge function
[m + ·]+ by softplus function log(1 + exp(·)) which decays exponentially instead of
having a hard cut off. It is defined as:
Ltriplet = log(1 + exp(S(xa,x−)− S(xa,x+)), (4)
which is equivalent to:
Ltriplet = log(1 + exp(S(xa,x−)/exp(S(xa,x+))
= −log exp(S(xa,x
+))
exp(S(xa,x+)) + exp(S(xa,x−)) .
(5)
Comparing (2) and (5), we can observe that triplet loss with soft margin is actually an
instantiation of the unified classification loss of (2) by setting C = 2, and taking the
positive sample x+ and the negative sample x− as the reference nodes. The loss can
be treated as the evaluation of the probability of the sample xa having the same class
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as the positive sample x+. We thus view the soft-margin triplet loss as a classifica-
tion loss over two sampled categories/identities, which is also referred to as two-class
subsampling classification. This loss is based on two-class subsampling and optimizes
instance-to-instance distances with two instances as reference nodes. This is extremely
local which only simultaneously considers three instances/samples from two classes.
Note that we can adjust the range of similarity by multiplying a factor 1/τ over the
similarity function.
Batch Hard triplet loss [13] proposes a sampling strategy to obtain the two reference
nodes. A batch-level hard mining is performed by selecting the farthest positive sample
x+ relative to the anchor xa and the closest negative sample x− relative to xa as the
reference nodes. Besides, some variants such as point-to-set triplet losses [69,54,8,55]
can also be cast into our unified formulation by taking the average feature of several
samples instead of one sample as the reference node. With these point-to-set triplet
losses optimizing instance-to-prototype (local center) similarities (or distances), they
still belong to 2-class subsampling classification which optimizes feature embedding in
a local manner.
In the person ReID community, the joint use of triplet loss and the conventional
classification loss provides superior performance and is predominant. However, this
conventional classification loss does not consider the relative order of the distances of
instance pairs and therefore does not well match the retrieval purpose of ReID. Triplet
loss considers the relative order of distances but only simultaneously handles three in-
stances from two classes and is thus too local. We propose that the simultaneous con-
sideration of instances from more classes are necessary for effective person ReID. We
therefore introduce the multi-class subsampling classification loss, i.e., N-tuplet loss
[36], to ReID.
Relation to N-tuplet Loss. N-tuplet loss [36] allows the interaction of the anchor
with more than one samples from multiple different classes simultaneously, which
actually corresponds to a multi-class subsampling process. Its joint optimization of
multi-classes promotes the relative order of distances among more instance pairs which
matches ReID retrieval well. However, it is under-explored in ReID. Consistent with
the unified classification formulation, given an anchor sample xa, we rewrite it as
LNtuplet = −log
exp( 1τ S(xa,x+))
exp( 1τ S(xa,x+)) +
∑N−1
k=1 exp(
1
τ S(xa,x−k ))
, (6)
where x−k , k = 1, · · · , N − 1 corresponds to N − 1 negative samples of N − 1 dif-
ferent classes, and x+ corresponds to a positive sample (same identity as the anchor
sample). Compared to the soft-margin triplet in (5), the difference is that multiple neg-
ative samples instead of one is used in N-tuplet loss. When N = 2, it degrades to soft-
margin triplet loss. The N-tuplet loss is based on multi-class subsampling and optimizes
instance-to-instance distances with N instances as reference nodes. This is a mid-level
optimization which simultaneously considers N instances/samples of N classes. In the
experiment section, we demonstrate its high efficiency for person ReID.
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3.2 Proposed Meta Prototypical N-tuplet Loss
In this section, based on multi-class subsampling classification loss, i.e., N-tuplet loss,
we propose a Meta Prototypical N-tuplet loss (MPN-tuplet loss) for effective person
ReID. First, we enable a more general similarity metric. Second, to reduce the number
of N-tuplets to make it be trackable especially when N is large, we average the samples
of the same identity in the embedding space to be the class-specific prototypes within a
batch, which are taken as the reference nodes for subsampling classification.
Particularly, instead of directly using the features of sampled instances as the refer-
ence nodes (as in N-tuplet loss), motivated by few shot learning [32], we add a mapping
subnet φ(·) as a meta learner for obtaining the reference nodes based on these instance
features. We define φ(xk) as
φ(xk) =W2(BN(W1(xk))), (7)
where φ(·) is implemented by two Fully-Connected (FC) layers with a Batch Normal-
ization (BN), W1 ∈ R ds×d, W2 ∈ Rd× ds , wherein s is an integer which controls the
dimension reduction ratio and we set it to 8. Here, we define the similarity function S
as the cosine similarity of the two input vectors as
S(xa, φ(xk)) = (φ(xk)Txa)/(‖φ(xk)T‖ · ‖xa‖). (8)
Essentially, the introduction of φ enables a more general similarity metric between the
instances, which facilitates the capture of correlations between different dimensions.
For an anchor sample xa, we define the Meta N-tuplet loss as:
LMN−tuple = −log
exp( 1τ S(xa, φ(x+)))
exp( 1τ S(xa, φ(x+))) +
∑N−1
k=1 exp(
1
τ S(xa, φ(x−k )))
. (9)
ForK samples (xc,j , with j = 1, · · · ,K) of the class c, we build its prototype reference
node by averaging their mapped features as φ̂c = 1K
∑K
j=1 φ(xc,j). For an anchor
sample xa, we define the Meta Prototypical N-tuple loss as
LMPN−tuple = −log
exp( 1τ S(xa, φ̂+))
exp( 1τ S(xa, φ̂+)) +
∑N−1
k=1 exp(
1
τ S(xa, φ̂−k ))
, (10)
where φ̂+ denotes the prototype reference node obtained from the positive samples
(same class as the anchor sample) while φ̂−k denotes that for the k
th negative class. We
will demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed MPN-tuple loss for person ReID in
the experiment section.
Discussion. All these loss designs are instantiations of our unified classification
formulation. Table 1 summarizes their differences from two main aspects.
First, they differ in the number of classes/identities that are simultaneously/jointly
optimized in the loss. Triplet loss (e.g., triplet, batch hard mining triplet, point-to-set
triplet) only uses instances from two classes for the joint optimization (see (5)) which is
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Table 1. Comparisons among the different instantiations of the unified formulation of person
ReID losses. Based on the definition/assignment of reference nodes (ref. nodes), there are three
different optimization methods, i.e., “instances to instances (Ins. to Ins.)”, “instances to proto-
types (Ins. to Pro.)” and “instances to centers (Ins. to Cen.)”. Here, prototype refers to the local
center (average) of several sampled instances while center refers to the globally learned class
center (for each class). Full Cls. refers to the conventional classification over all classes. Num. of
classes denotes the number of jointly considered classes.
Triplet BH Triplet P2S Triplet N-tuplet MPN-tuplet Full Cls.
Num. of classes 2 2 2 > 2 > 2 all
Optimization Ins. to Ins. Ins. to Ins. Ins. to Pro. Ins. to Ins. Ins. to Pro. Ins. to Cen.
Ref. nodes features features features features learned features parameters
a two-class subsampling classification. N-tuplet and our proposed MPN-tuple losses ex-
tend the joint optimization of two classes to multiple classes. The conventional classifi-
cation loss jointly considers all the classes in the loss where each class’s reference node
is represented by a learned weight vector. The joint optimization of multiple classes
(as in N-tuplet in (6) and our proposed MPN-tuple losses in (10)) enables the simulta-
neous comparisons between the anchor sample xa and multiple samples which come
from multiple classes. In comparison with triplet loss which only involves the compar-
ison between two classes, this multi-class mechanism aligns with the purpose of ReID
inference better.
Second, they differ in the definition/assignment of reference nodes. For conven-
tional classification, the learned parameters (weight vectors) play a role of “class cen-
ters” and are taken as the reference nodes for comparisons. For triplet and N-tuplet
losses, sample instances are taken as reference nodes. We use center to denote the
learned “class center” and use prototype to denote the local average of several sampled
instances. Accordingly, there are three different optimization methods in calculating
the similarity, i.e., “instances to instances (Ins. to Ins.)”, “instances to prototypes (Ins.
to Pro.)” and “instances to centers (Ins. to Cen.)”. “instances to instances” matching
(similarity calculation) is consistent with the instance matching between a query image
and a gallery image in ReID inference. “instances to centers” facilitates the capture of
global distributions and benefits the global optimization but is less effective in serving
the relative ordering between instance pairs (see explanations about Fig. 1). Thus, they
are complementary. “instances to prototypes” is similar to “instances to instances”. The
local average of several sampled instances (of the same class) to form a prototype is ex-
pected to provide a reference node being robust to outliers and provide a way to reduce
the number of triplets/tuplets within a batch.
4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
To investigate the effectiveness of different loss designs, we conduct experiments on
four public person ReID datasets.
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CUHK03 [21] consists of 1,467 pedestrians from six non-overlapped cameras. This
dataset provides both manually labeled bounding boxes and DPM-detected bounding
boxes from 14,097 images. The new training/testing protocol of [67,12] is used where
767 identities are used for training. We only show the evaluation results for the labeled
setting (L) while the detected setting (D) presents a similar trend.
Market1501 [60] consists of 1,501 identities with 751 for training and the rest for
testing. It has 12,936 training images, 3,368 query images and 19,732 gallery images.
DukeMTMC-reID [66] is a subset of Duke Dataset [33]. The standard training/testing
split and evaluation setting as used in [66,25] are adopted. It consists of 16,522 train-
ing images of 702 identities, 2,228 query images of the other 702 identities and 17,661
gallery images.
MSMT17 [50] is a newly released large dataset which consists of 4101 identities
from 15 cameras (including 12 outdoor cameras and 3 indoor cameras). It provides a
total of 126441 images with different weather conditions when collecting them and with
bounding boxes annotated.
Evaluation Metrics. We follow the common practices and use the cumulative match-
ing characteristics (CMC) at Rank-1 and mean average precision (mAP) to evaluate the
performance.
4.2 Implementation Details
Network Settings. We follow the common practices in ReID [2,57,27] and take ResNet-
50 [11] to build our baseline network for effectiveness validation. Similar to [40,57],
we remove the last spatial down-sampling operation in the conv5 x block of ResNet-
50. Similar to [30], we add Instance Normalization to the first three blocks (conv2 x-
conv4 x) to enhance model’s generalization ability [15], which is found effective in
improving the performance because the identities during testing are unseen (different
from the training identities). All our studies are based on this improved ResNet-50.
More details can be found in the Supplementary. On top of the spatially pooled feature
(2048 dimensions) of ResNet-50, a Batch Normalization (BN) layer is added to obtain
the ReID feature vector x ∈ R1024 and a followed Fully Connected (FC) layer is em-
ployed as the classifier for adding the conventional classification loss. In our studies,
the subsampling classification losses are added on the ReID feature vector x by default.
Note that we do not implement re-ranking [67] in all our experiments.
For each loss, to automatically choose a suitable temperature parameter τ , similar to
[47], we implement this by using a learnable network parameter τ and it is automatically
learned by gradients back-propagation instead of introducing a new hyper-parameter.
Training. We use the commonly used data augmentation strategies of random cropping
[49], horizontal flipping, and random erasing [49,45]. The input resolution is set to
384×128 for all the datasets. The backbone network is pre-trained on ImageNet[7]. We
adopt Adam optimizer to train all models. Please see Supplementary for more details.
Each batch includes B =P×K images. P and K denote the number of different
persons (identities) and the number of different images per person, respectively. We
perform the experiments with P = 16, K = 4 using one GPU card. In a batch, the total
number of triplets is T =CNP ·KNN(K−1)= 11520. Even for batch hard mining triplet,
the similarities for all the sample pairs in a batch need to be calculated for the selection
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Table 2. A case study for combining triplet loss (Tri.) and conventional classification loss (Cls.).
Distance denotes the the similarity metric used for triplet loss. HardMine denotes whether batch
hard mining is used in triplet loss.
Loss Distance HardMine
CUHK03(L) Market1501 DukeMTMC MSMT17
Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
Cls. - - 67.2 63.6 94.1 83.5 85.6 73.8 72.7 46.8
Tri. Euclidean yes 79.4 75.0 94.0 84.8 86.9 74.6 73.8 49.8
Tri. Euclidean no 63.7 60.2 87.6 74.0 75.9 59.0 55.0 33.0
Tri. Cosine yes 63.3 57.5 83.1 65.3 81.6 66.4 33.2 25.6
Tri. Cosine no 43.1 40.6 68.8 50.2 65.0 46.2 25.2 12.5
Tri. + Cls. Euclidean yes 79.6 75.8 94.9 86.6 87.3 76.7 78.8 56.0
Tri. + Cls. Euclidean no 74.3 70.6 95.0 86.9 87.3 77.1 77.6 53.9
Tri. + Cls. Cosine yes 80.7 76.4 94.6 86.9 88.8 77.9 78.6 54.5
Tri. + Cls. Cosine no 81.8 78.2 94.7 87.3 88.7 78.3 79.8 56.2
of the hard triples. Actually, triplet using all the triplets has similar training complexity
as triplet with hard mining since the computation complexity for summarizing triplet
losses only accounts for a very small portion of the total computation complexity of
the entire network. But, as the number of classes increases in N-tuple loss, the total
number of tuples increases exponentially which becomes intractable quickly. Therefore
sampling of the tuplets is desirable to limit the complexity. For fair comparisons, in our
experiments we sample T tuples for multi-class subsampling classification.
4.3 Empirical Study of Triplet Loss and Conventional Classification Loss for
Person ReID
The joint use of the triplet loss and the conventional classification loss achieves supe-
rior performance and is predominant in ReID. The implementation details especially
for triplet loss (and their variants) differ significantly. However, there is a lack of com-
prehensive study on their design choices and effectiveness. We investigate the choices
on similarity functions (i.e., Euclidean, cosine similarity), sampling mechanisms (batch
hard mining or not), and their combinations. Note that for triplet loss, we use soft-
margin triplet (see (4)) which has been demonstrated to be better than triplet with hard
margin [13] (we have the similar observations).
Table 2 shows the results. We have the following observations. 1) The joint use
of triplet loss (Tri.) and classification loss (Cls.) achieves much better performance
than using only one, even outperforming by 4.8% in mAP on CUHK03(L). Triplet loss
optimizes local instances to capture local structure while classification loss is capable
of exploring the global information about the data distribution. 2) When Tri. and Cls.
are jointly used, cosine similarity in general significantly outperforms (the negative of)
Euclidean distance. Note that in the ReID inference, to exclude the interference of the
amplitudes (energies) of sample features, normalization on each sample to have unit
energy is generally performed for the matching. Cosine similarity inherently evaluates
the correlation of two features with energy normalized and it aligns better with ReID
inference. 3) When Tri. and Cls. are jointly used with cosine similarity for triplet, batch
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Table 3. Performance comparisons for triplet loss, multi-class subsampling classification (N-
tuplet loss), and our proposed MPN-tuplet loss. Baseline refers to our strong baseline (the best
one in Table 2). P2S Tri.+Cls. refers to the use of point-to-set triplet loss and classification loss.
Loss # Classes
CUHK03(L) Market1501 DukeMTMC MSMT17
Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
Baseline (Tri. +Cls.) 2 81.8 78.2 94.7 87.3 88.9 78.3 79.8 56.2
P2S Tri. + Cls. 2 81.1 77.8 94.8 86.7 88.5 78.1 80.0 55.6
N-tuplet + Cls. 2 81.4 77.7 94.4 87.0 88.9 78.1 79.2 55.7
N-tuplet + Cls. 4 82.1 78.4 94.5 87.2 88.8 78.6 80.0 57.2
N-tuplet + Cls. 8 82.1 78.9 94.5 87.5 89.0 79.0 80.3 57.8
N-tuplet + Cls. 16 82.2 79.1 94.7 87.7 89.4 79.2 80.2 58.1
PN-tuplet + Cls. 16 82.9 79.6 94.8 87.5 89.7 78.8 80.9 58.2
MPN-tuplet + Cls. 16 84.4 80.3 95.3 88.7 89.5 79.7 82.2 60.1
MPN-tuplet + Tri. + Cls. 16 84.6 80.8 96.0 88.7 89.9 80.0 82.7 60.5
hard mining (which selects the hard positive and hard negative samples to form a triple)
is inferior to the scheme without hard mining. That may be because the soft-margin
enables the optimization of moderate hard triples and easy triples. This phenomena
is not observed for the Euclidean distance setting. 4) Without classification loss which
globally provides clustering states, triplet loss alone using cosine similarity suffers from
difficulty in optimization and is easy to be trapped to local optimal.
Hereafter, we refer to the scheme (last row) with the best combination of design
choices as Baseline.
4.4 Effectiveness of Multi-class Subsampling Classification Loss and Our
MPN-tuplet Loss
We validate the effectiveness of multi-class subsampling classification and our proposed
Meta Prototypical N-tuplet (MPN-tuplet) loss on person ReID. Note that conventional
classification loss is always used hereafter in considering its complementary role. Table
3 shows the results. Baseline refers to our obtained strong baseline (i.e., the best one
in Table. 2), where all the triplets within a batch are used for the optimization. P2S
Tri. refers to point-to-set triplet loss wherein the prototypes (the average results over
all instances of the same class) are taken as the reference nodes. This can reduce the
number of triplets for calculating multi-class classification losses within a batch toB =
64. We observe that P2S Tri. + Cls. is competitive (slightly inferior) to Baseline but the
number of formed triplets within a batch is smaller.
Effectiveness of Multi-class Subsampling Classification. We investigate the influence
of the number of simultaneously considered classes (denoted by # Classes) by increas-
ing N in N-tuplet loss. With the increase of N , the number of possible tuplets increases
exponentially such that it becomes intractable quickly. For example, for theN = 8 case,
the number of all possible tuplets isCNP ·KNN(K−1) = C816 ·48 ·24 ≈ 2.0×1010. The
number of tuples is too large. We randomly sample M tuplets to calculate the losses.
For fair comparison among schemes with different number of subsampling classes, we
set M = T , where T is the number of total triplets in a batch. We denote these schemes
as N-tuplet + Cls..
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In Table 3, we observe that as the number of classes in N-tuplet loss increases,
the person ReID performance in general increases. When the number of classes in-
creases from 2 to 16, the mAP accuracy is improved by 1.4%, 0.7%, 1.1%, and 2.4% on
CUHK03, Market1501, DukeMTMC, and MSMT17, respectively. Note that since the
baseline scheme Baseline is a already very strong with superior performance, our gains
on top of it can be considered as significant. This enables the training process to be more
consistent with a retrieval-based test. Multi-class subsampling classification allows the
simultaneous comparison with more than two classes. Note that the performance of N-
tuplet + Cls. with N = 2 is lower than the performance of our Baseline (Tri.+Cls.)
because the random sampling in N-tuplet loss cannot assure a complete traversal over
all triplets even though the sampled number is the same as the number of all triplets.
Effectiveness of Our Proposed MPN-tuplet Loss. Similar to P2S Tri.+Cls., we could
take the prototype as reference node in the tuplets instead of using sample instance. We
denote such schemes as PN-tuplet + Cls.. This can significantly reduce the number of
possible tuplets to B ·CNP . Taking the extreme N = 16 case as an example, the number
of all possible tuplets is reduced to 64 and we use the 64 tuplets to calculate the losses.
PN-tuplet + Cls. achieves similar performance as N-tuplet + Cls. for N = 16.
MPN-tuplet+Cls. denotes our scheme where a mapping subnet (meta learner) is
introduced for obtaining reference nodes. This enables a more general similarity metric
for effective feature learning. We can see that MPN-tuplet+Cls. with N = 16 achieves
significant improvement over PN-tuplet+Cls., i.e., 0.7%, 1.2%, 0.9%, and 1.9% gain in
mAP accuracy on those four datasets, respectively. The MPN-tuplet loss with N = 16
is a middle level loss and the conventional classification loss is a global loss. We found
when we combine them with the local-level triplet loss, MPN-tuplet+Tri.+Cls. achieves
the best performance. Note that at the initial stage when the network has not been trained
well, it is challenging for the meta learner to learn a good model. Thus, we use three-
stage training. In the first stage, we train the network with classification loss and PN-
tuplet loss for 360 epoches. In the second stage (361-480 epoches), we fix the network
and only train the meta-learner with MPN-tuplet loss and the FC layer corresponding
to the classification loss. In the third stage (480-600 epoches), we jointly finetune the
entire network.
Note that we fix the batch size for fair comparison and convincing ablation study be-
cause the learning for person ReID is sensitive to the used batch size. Thus, the number
of classes is also limited. We set it to 16. Please see Supplementary for more experi-
mental results.
4.5 Comparison with the State-of-the-Arts
Table 4 shows the comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches. We group these ap-
proaches into two groups. The first group aims at designing strong baseline networks,
including loss deigns and training tricks. In [27], bag of tricks are collected and evalu-
ated for person ReID and a strong baseline built based on ResNet-50 is provided. The
other group of approaches focuses on special network designs for ReID. To capture lo-
cal discriminative information for effective ReID, some approaches [40,48,4] ensemble
the local region feature representations. MGN [48] concatenates the feature represen-
tations from multiple granularities and achieves good performance. Some approaches
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Table 4. Performance (%) comparisons with the state of the art methods. Bold numbers denote
the best performance and the numbers with underlines denote the second best ones.
Model Loss
CUHK03(L) Market1501 DukeMTMC MSMT17
Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
Loss
Study
IDO-Tri [13] Tri. - 84.9 69.1 - - - -
P2S [69] Tri. - - 70.7 44.3 - - - -
HAP2S [54] Tri. - - 84.6 69.4 76.0 60.6 - -
CE-FAT [55] Tri. - - 91.4 76.4 80.8 63.1 69.4 39.2
IDE [63] Cls. 43.8 38.9 85.3 68.5 73.2 52.8
IDO-Cls [56] Cls. 62.8 56.7 93.9 80.5
Gp-reid [2] Tri. + Cls. - - 92.2 81.2 85.2 72.8 - -
Bag of Tricks [27] Tri. + Cls. + Center - - 94.5 85.9 86.4 76.4 - -
Others
IANet [14] Cls. - - 94.4 83.1 87.1 73.4 75.5 46.8
PCB+RPP [40] Cls. 63.7 57.5 93.8 81.6 83.3 69.2 68.2 40.4
MGN [48] Tri. + Cls. 68.0 67.4 95.7 86.9 88.7 78.4 -
DSA-reID [57] Tri. + Cls. 78.9 75.2 95.7 87.6 86.2 74.3 -
SAN [16] Tri. + Cls. + Recons. 80.1 76.4 96.1 88.0 87.9 75.5 79.2 55.7
MHN-6(PCB) [4] Tri. + Cls. 77.2 72.4 95.1 85.0 89.1 77.2 - -
BAT-net [9] Tri. + Cls. 78.6 76.1 95.1 84.7 87.7 77.3 79.5 56.8
OSNet [68] Tri. + Cls. - - 94.8 84.9 88.6 73.5 78.7 52.9
RGA-SC [58] Tri. + Cls. 80.4 76.5 95.8 88.1 86.1 74.9 81.3 56.3
Mancs [45] Tri. + Cls. (focal) + Att. 69.0 63.9 93.1 82.3 84.9 71.8 - -
JDGL [65] GAN (Rec. + Adv.) + Cls. - - 94.8 86.0 86.6 74.8 77.2 52.3
Ours Baseline Tri. + Cls. 81.8 78.2 94.7 87.3 88.7 78.3 79.8 56.2UniCls MPN-tuplet + Tri. + Cls. 84.6 80.8 96.0 88.7 89.9 80.0 82.7 60.5
introduce attention designs to focus on discriminative features while excluding the in-
terference from irrelevant features [45,9,58]. To address the misalignment challenges
caused by the diverse viewpoints and poses, some approaches exploit auxiliary seman-
tics (e.g., dense semantics [57,16]) to address the misalignment in person ReID.
Our study belongs to the first group of approaches. Thanks to the re-investigation
on triplet loss design choices, we provide a strong baseline Baseline, which jointly uses
the soft-margin triplet loss (with cosine similarity, without hard mining) and classifica-
tion loss (see Table 2 about the ablation study). We can see that our Baseline achieves
high performance, being superior or competitive to the state-of-the-art approaches. We
denote our final scheme with the proposed MPN-tuplet loss as UniCls. UniCls achieves
the best mAP accuracy on all these datasets. UniCls outperforms Baseline by a large
margin, achieving 2.6%, 1.4%, 1.7% and 4.3% gain in mAP accuracy on the four
datasets, respectively. Our design is simple yet effective. There is no increase in the
computational complexity during the inference. We hope our scheme could serve as a
strong baseline for the ReID community and inspire more new designs on losses.
5 Conclusions
For metric learning of person ReID, we rethink the loss designs and reformulate them
from a unified classification view. The predominant losses in ReID, like triplet loss and
classification loss, are instantiations of this unified formulation. Triplet loss can be con-
sidered as a two-class subsampling classification, which optimizes the feature learning
to increase the probability of the anchor sample to be classified as the same class as
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the positive sample. We found that simultaneous consideration of instances of multiple
class, i.e., multi-class subsampling classification, is capable of significantly improving
the performance. That is because the comparison with more instances (instead of only
two as in triplet) is more aligned with the ReID inference which is a global-scope rank-
ing process. Moreover, we propose a new multi-class subsampling classification loss,
i.e., Meta Prototypical N-tuplet (MPN-tuplet) loss, for effective metric learning. Our
scheme powered by MPN-tuplet loss achieves the best performance. We hope that in
the future the ReID community will build on top of our strong baseline and investigate
more new loss designs.
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